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Large d r f c c f i o ~ i ~  of a nuziforrnly loaded circular plaie pfaccd on elastic foundu- 
tcon 11nd supported nt several points along the hou~zrIury have been ~mal~~sesetl follow- 
ing Berger's method. A pavticular cuse, where the n~auber of .s?pports is two, hus 
beml treated frilly. Numerical results have been presented in the form of graphs. 
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Small defleciions of thin plates placed on ela~tic foundations have 
been examined by S .  Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky Kneger [I] a~id several 
other authors on the assumption that strain ddue to stretching of the middle 
surface of the plate i s  negligible. When the deflections are moderately large, 
that is, on the order of thickness of the plate, then the forces in the middle 
surface of the plate must be taken into account. In the case of such large 
deflections of plates placed on elastic foundations. three differential equa 
tions for displacement and deflection nyay be written. but it is usually difflcult 
to obtain the solutions of these equations because of th-ir nonlinear 
character. 

On the other hand, various problems of large deflections of plates not 
resting on elastic foundations have been examined by S. Way [2],  S. Levy 
[3] and many olher author?. But the  method^ used by them involve and 
require considerable conlpulalion. A simple and approximate, ye1 fairly 
accurate, method of analysing large deflections of plates was suggested by 
H. M. Berger [4]. The method uses the technique of neglecting the strain 
energy due to the second strain invariant of the middle surface strains in 



analysillg large deflectiol] of plates Ihav~ng ax~synlmctric drfbmiation 
Berger's method reducer co~npulallon and although no  conlplete explana 
ti011 of t h ~ s   neth hod is oKered in,  thc stresses and deflections obtained f o ~  
both rectangular and circular platcs are in good ngt-ecmcnt with thosf 
foulld in practical analys~s. Bergcr's rnctllod has  been applied succesc. 
fully by Nowinsk [5]  to his plate probie~us and Nnah and Modecr [6 
investigated the problems having no axial symmetry. 

The technique of neglecting the second strain invariant in thc esprcr 
slon corresponding to the total potential cncrgy of 1hc sysleni has hecn suc 
cessfully appl~ed by S ~ n h a  [7] to determine iargc deflection of circularanc 
rectangular plates placed on elastic foundations and under uniform latzri 
loads. 

In this paper large deflection of a cil-cdar plale placed on elastic 
foundation and supported at several points along the boundary has beer 
solved. The load is asstimed to be uniformly d is t r ib~~ted  and the foundatiol 
is of the W~nkler  type. A con~plete siialysis of a particular case, wllerc 
the number of supports 1s two is given. 

For moderately larje deflectiom, the strain displaceme111 rel;1tions1~i~: 
and the strain energy of the middle plane of the plalc are 

in which e, and e, ara the first and second middle surface strain invariants 
respectively. 
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Neglecting iind by adding the polcntial energy of the transverse load 
and of tllc foundation scaction, K, the modified energy equation becomes 

Apply~ng Eulur'tr wrintionol method to eq. 5 the following differential 
equations in polar co-ordinates are obtained [ I ]  

Let the circular plate (Fig. I )  bc of radiu: a. supported at several points 
along the boundary and placed on the elastic Soundi~tion. Let the centre 
OF the plate bc t l ~ c  origirl and a diameter as the initjal h e ,  8 = 0. The 
gencral solution of cq. G is  

in which w o  is the large deflection of a plate placed on elastic foundation 
and simply supported along the entire boundary and wL satisfies the equation 

Eq. (9) can be written in the form 

( V Z  - PI2) (V2  - P2') W1 = 0 



Considering the number of points of support is i, and denoting the con- 
centrated reactions at  these points N,,  N ,  . . . Ni, the expression for each 
reaction Ni is (1. P. 293) 

where Bi = 0 - Jli, +i is the angle defining the position of the support i .  

The intensity or the reactive forces at any point of the boundary is 
then given by the expression. 

in which the suinination IS extended over all the concentrated reactions. 
Assuming that the plate is solid and cons~dering that deflections and inolnents 

' , LOAD. 

FIG 1. C~rculal plate on Coundntion. 



at the centre must he finitc, the approprxate solution of eq. 9 can be taken 
In the form 

in v\:hich 1, ia  the modified Ressel l'unction of the  first kind and zero order, 
and I,,, is of the first kind and r r ~ t l ~  order. For determining the constants 
we have Lhe following conditions at the boundary: 

where 

Consider a particular case when the plate IS supported at two points which 
are the two end points of the diameter taken as the initial line from which 
B is measured. Then 

Cons~derlng the above boundary conditions one gets after solving for the 
constants 



where P = xu2 q = total load on the plate 

Thus the complete solution of eq. 6 is obtained in the following form 

w = wo + A,I, (P,r) -t BoIo (Pgj  
CO 

t Z [AmIm V l r )  i-- BmI ,  (P,rj] cos mQ 
n = i , a ,  i., . 

(30) 

where 



Substitution of the values of the constants A,,', B,,', A,,, B,,, A, and B,,, i n t o  
cq. 30 yields 

As P, -t 0 and P,-+O, eq. 32 reduces to 

as obtained by. Timoshenko [I] in the corresponding small deflection problem 
for a plate supported at  two points on the boundary. 

The noor~alised constant a can be determined from Eqs. 7 and 30. 
Since we are interested only in the lateral displacement w, the radial and 
cross-radial displacements u and v have been eliminated by choosing suitable 
expressions for u and v ,  compatible with their boundary conditions and 



~ntegnrtiug ovcv Ll~e whole area of Lhe pkilt. 'L'hc ludial and cross-radial 
displscements have been assumed in the forms 

u - 2' 11 (I.) cos ndl (34) 

t) : 2' V ( r )  sin I I I O  ( 3 5 )  

subject io the boundary conditions (i ( ( I )  - V ( n )  - 0. Multiplying both 
sides of the equation 7 by r.tlrv/(i and ~ntegratins between the limits 0 to tr 

and 0 to 271, one gets 

u S T  

(1 ( I . )  COS 1170 dI.& 
0 0 0 I, 

After evaluating the integrals the following equation lcading to n is obtained. 

a'k2aS- 1 
12 - -  A",' PIZ o' ;: [I, (PI~) -i- I" (PI'/))' 
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where - 

Thus the deflection, is cornpleiely determined. The expressions for the 
bending and twisting moment can now be determined. 

1 
- ;-, in2 IArnIm (P l r )  4- BmjTn (P,r j] cos m @ ) ]  

m=z, 6, e , ,  , 

(37) 

1 
- ;1 "2' rArnIm (P,r) + BrnIrn (P,rjj coa t i lo  



The \~I .CSSC\  can bc calculated from the expressions 

To ohtitin deflection for a given value of plate radi, s 'LI' and foun- 
dation modt~ lm ' k; ' one ha? to start from the equation (36) with an assumed 
wlue or ' a ' in or-dcr to obtain the col-rcspond~ng value of the load rt,lnciion 
yd/T)h .  Once th is  relationship is obtained the col-responding deflcctioll 
W / / I  can be calculalcd by zq. 32. For a - - -  50 illill, h - 0 '75  m m ,  v = 0 .3  
and A,: - - -  80 deflections have been p~menied in Fig 2. 

An examin<ltion or the eq 32 w11l reveal that the deAectlon (w/h) depends 
on A,, the plate radlus ' a ' and 011 the value of the angle, 6. For a given 

value of the load functlon eq 32 can be written as 

where K, and K,  are two nu me^-ical constanls. K, being greater. than K,. 
Because of  the reactive forces a t  the two points of support, deflections o n  
the diameter at  B = 0 will be less than those on thc diameter at B = 4 2 ,  
Maximum deflection will occur at the boundary at B = & 7712. Deflections 
according to the linear theory have also been plotted in Fig. 2 and it is 



Frc. 2. Load deflection curve. 

clear that the errors of the linear theory increases as the Loau increases. 
In order to study the variation of moments, eqs. 37, 38 and 39 are plotted 
in Fig. 3 for various values of (ria) and for the angles a t  which they become 
maximum. It is observed that the maximum bending moments, their 
magnitudes being unequal, are developed a t  r = 3a/4, 0 = & ~ / 2  and the 
twisting moment is maximum at r = a, 0 = f ~ / 4 ,  & 3 ~ 1 4 .  

As the plate must be in equilibrium on the supports, the foregoing 
analysis for two simple supports represents the worst condition when the 
deflections and stresses are maximum for a given load function. with 
the increase in the number of supports, w, in eq. 8 decreases. For an 
infinitely large number of supports, w in eq. 8 will approach to w, in the limit 
and the point of maximum bending mommts will shift to the centre of the 
 late. ( M A ,  being equal to (MB)mu in that qse, 
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Vlu. 3 .  Moment curve. 

The present study can be extended to any number of supports, provided 
the supports arc so chosen as not to disturb the equilibrium of the plate. 
For example, if three equidistant supports are chosen, = 0, #, = 243, 
$, = 443 ,  the differential equations together with the boundary condition 
re~ndining unchanged. If the plate is clamped on the supports, the boundary 
conditions and the concentrated reactions at the supports will change 
lottally demanding a separale investigation. 
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The following symbols have k e n  used in [his paper: 
u = plate radius 

A,', A", B,', B,, Am, Bm = Constants 
W:' 

= flexural rigidity of the plaLc - 
12 (1 - us] 

= Young's modulus 

= first invariant of middle surface strains 

= ex 4- in rectangular co-ordinates 

= e, + E, in cylindrical co-ordinates 

= second invariant of middle surface strains 
- - ezcy - fYk in rectangular co-ordinates 

= in cylindrical co-ordinates in case 01 circular symmetry 
= plate thickness 

= Modified Bessel's function of the first kind and of the zero 
order and mth order respectively. 

= foundation reaction per unit area per unit deileec~on 



=- 1nomenL 

-- L I I I ~ T O ~ I I I  Liieral load 

- - polar co-ordinates 

= radial and crossradial displacelnents 

- -  strain energy 

-= deflection in :-d~recho~i 

-Z direct atrezs 

-- shear slress - direct strain 

=- shear strain 

:~. Poisson's ralio 

- Gamma Ci~nclion. 


